PHOENIX TECH

Brand new design
Compact and strong.

For a compact, robust system, with a functional and minimalist yet distinctive design.
The Display placed on column is made up of backlit icons, making them easy to read by the customer
while still in their vehicle.

Phoenix Tech, essential and efficient.
Symple installation and use and optimal performances make Phoenix Tech
an extremely high yield.

Satisfaction guaranteed: reliability means less maintenance
required compared to all other manufacturers.
Satisfaction guaranteed: Phoenix Tech is a reliable gantry,
assembled without any welding points, and designed for
an extensive work, that requires very low maintenance.

Satisfaction guaranteed, to your customers as well.
Satisfaction guaranteed, most of all, for the quality
of the investment.

PERFORMANCE LAVAGGIO*
Premium

from 5 to 10 CARS/HOUR

Air Plus

from 6 to 12 CARS/HOUR

* Note: vehicle movements not included

Version

Version

Air Plus (Ceccato Trademark)

Premium

Synchronised movement for added value.

This version is distinguished by the horizontal device’s action, which carries out the
air are directed by
maximum precision.

in order to follow the vehicle’s silhouette with

The fans rotation provides the winning solution for
a more complete drying.
an eliptical trajectory with an all-encompassing
moving it towards the drainage areas.
Result: a perfectly dry car.

,

The combined, in-sync action of the rotating/shifting
motions and the option of varying the speed make
for an effective, safe, and customer-approved
wash/dry system.

Wheel washer

Smart Touch (Ceccato Trademark)

High compatibility.

Sensitive intelligence.

MORE TIME
LESS TIME
OSCILLATING
DEEP CLEAN

Varied copy in “levels”

CONSTANT
WORKING DEPTH

Continuous copy with VectorPlus

The large (450mm - 18”) wheel washer
is compatible with all rims sizes
present on the market ensuring
an accurate washing performance.

High pression
An intensive pre-wash.

The high pressure system
used during the pre-wash cycle
effectively removes dirt off the sides
and lower parts of the vehicle.

The Phoenix Tech includes the Smart Touch system:
The brushes’ gentle touch is guaranteed even at high speeds.

.

The interface

Speed installation
A permanent added value.

To speed up installation times,
and to guarantee the system will be up
and running immediately, each module
and component is assembled
and subjected to rigourous tests
in-house.

of Phoenix Tech cycles to the user. Simple commands combined with intuitive
programming software make for an “intelligent”, easy-to-use wash system,
making all of its many options easy to access.

Activating the system (Optional)
The client interface must be user-friendly and simple.
Programmable Chip Cards or Keys are practical and accessible tools
that help to encourage repeat customers.

EP D® (Environmental Product Declaration)
THE GREEN YARDSTICK

DAP
E-Won (Optional)

Remote control.

Green focus: a step ahead of the competition.
regulated by the ISO 14025 directives,

A device connected via GPS or ADSL that allows users to supervise the system,
impact.
The entire PhoenixTech lifecycle, therefore, has been
analyzed, and Ceccato –
in the Car Wash sector – has achieved this critical
constant and innovative focus on saving energy and
protecting the environment.

Unit dimension / Technical data
> Air Plus System
> Structure on trolleys for vertical brush
> Polyethylene brushes
> Fresh water pump
> Manual winter discharge
PHOENIX TECH STD

> Two chemical products
>
> Support kit for services junction box
> Set for underchassis
> Set for oleodynamic short track

Optionals

mod.240

mod.260

mod.260

4290 (including splash guards)

System length

max 2055

max 2055

3210

System height

3460

3210

3460

Maximum width of the passage

2400

2700

Maximum vehicle width

2100

2400

2350

Maximum power absorption

2600

2350

18 kw (does not include requests for shining cloth and various pumps)

2600

3810

2950

18 kw (does not include requests for shining cloth and various pumps)

STANDARD COLOUR TABLE

> Recycled water circuit
STRUCTURE

CLADDINGS

SPLASH GUARDS

WHITE RAL 7035

WHITE RAL 7035

GREY RAL 7016

> Premium version
> Lateral high pressure
> Services support post
> Splash guards
> Osmosis arch
> Possibility to install E-won system

mod.295

3990 (including splash guards)

> Carlite brushes

> Self-service activation system

mod.240

System width

Maximum vehicle height

> Wheel washer (450mm - 18”)

PHOENIX TECH LARGE

NEW

AVAILABLE ALSO WITH WASHING HEIGHT 220 cm

Les Équipements et Services FILCO inc

1-888-837-6452

514-955-8870

sales@filcoinc.com

Technical data are subject to variations; the Manufacturer reserves the right to update the documentation, without any obligation to inform
the customer about the changes. Pictures are not binding – for information only – subject to technical changes without prior notice.

